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Are you ready for fully remote eCOA in your next DCT trial? Learn
how to build a better plan for Data Management and Compliance
Monitoring
Register to the webinar
Date: Thursday, September 15th
Time: 12:00pm EDT l 9:00am PDT | 6:00pm CET
Learning objectives:
Identify new risks or challenges related to DCT trials
Reduce eCOA data quality risks and simplify reconciliation
How to use technology to support your eCOA compliance monitoring
Abstract:
Decentralized Clinical Trials offer more flexibility to patients by allowing them to complete some clinical
assessments at home, often including the Patient Reported Outcomes (PROs). Technical innovations have given
patients the ability to complete PROs from their own phone, computer, or even by interview from trained site team
members. However, as our data collection methods expand and change, our data management practices and
compliance monitoring plans need to adapt alongside these changes.
Join us to learn how you can build a better data management and compliance monitoring plan for your COAs in
your next DCT trial!
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Matthew TURGISS
Clinical Operations Project Manager @Kayentis

Vrushali Courcier
Data Manager and Analyst @Kayentis
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Paula Pérez Marín
Clinical Operations Project Manager @Kayentis

Learn more:

Attend the SCDM presentation on “Strategies To Preserve Data Quality
And Re-think Compliance”
5 September 2022
Within the “The Shift to eCOA Collection at Home” session Date: September 12 Time: 11:15AM
Read More »
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“Get ready for fully remote eCOA in your next DCT trial” webinar
2 September 2022
Are you ready for fully remote eCOA in your next DCT trial? Learn how to
Read More »

Immunology Case Study
31 August 2022
Immunology studies present specific challenges: complex eCOA build, key site staff role during the
study
Read More »

Kayentis & RWS partnering for success
27 July 2022
Kayentis (global provider of eCOA and DCT solutions) and RWS (language service provider (LSP) and
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Read More »

Engage clinical trial participants throughout a trial
with our easy-to-use media player embedded in our eCOA app
28 June 2022
Provide clinical trial participants with clear and simple information, anywhere, anytime thanks to the
Kayentis
Read More »

“DCT is not the goal, just the means” webinar
18 June 2022
Using technology to add flexibility to clinical trials can support patients and sites – but
Read More »
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